Use on all types of flooring,
furniture & bedding. It’s fast,
easy, safe and proven or
your money back!

32 oz. Bottle (946 ml)
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Bring the
freshness
back into
your home!

ODOR & URINE REMOVAL DIRECTIONS:
We recommend you use our Poop-Off Pet Urine
Locator black light to find the areas to be treated.
Squirt or spray into carpeting, floors, bedding, animal
cages for instant and permanent odor control.
Instantly removes dried urine & odors. Heavy dried
urine deposits take longer to eliminate. Allow for
complete digestion of organic matter under carpet
and pad causing odor. Repeat if necessary after
waiting at least a week between applications. Safe
around people, children, all animals, reptiles and
birds. Spray in pet cages and litter for long term odor
control. Test Poop-Off Superior Stain & Odor
Remover on dirty or odor filled carpet and it will
demonstrate why it's the better choice versus other
stain and odor products that contain Isopropyl
alcohol or lower levels of enzymes. Contains no
ingredients that can void carpet warranty.
Contains: Filtered water,
active natures/enzymes,
surfactant, proprietary
penetrants & natural
fragrance.

Made in USA

www.poop-off.com

96749 00067

and
odor remover

DOG STAIN AND ODOR REMOVER

Superior Stain

EASY TO USE DIRECTIONS FOR CANINE
CREATED STAIN REMOVAL: Initially blot or
remove solid excrement from area. Spray or lightly
saturate area. Can be injected or poured under carpet
and pad to remove internal organic matter that may
be causing visual stains. Check for color fastness on
small spot prior to full treatment. Rub top of carpet
and bedding after 90 minutes to remove visual stain
with wet sponge, brush or rag. For old stains second
application may be necessary. No product can
remove permanent dyed fibers where bleaching has
occurred. Safe to replace shampoos for use in carpet
cleaning machines. Mix 5:1 with warm or cold water.
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Dog and Puppy

